REMOTE DEPOSIT CAPTURE
Progression of checks to digital deposits

An NCR white paper

Introduction
In the current economic climate, many financial institutions are facing renewed challenges.
The ability to remain competitive while improving cost savings and increasing revenue is critical.
As customers look to banks to offer them even more ways to manage their finances, maintaining
existing customer relationships and realising opportunities to attract new customers are more
important than ever to help achieve banking success.
Retail banking stakeholders focus on different areas driving different requirements to collectively
support their bank’s strategy. Whether they are looking to engage more with their customers, manage
transactions more efficiently or improve their customer experience a common theme comes through
the discussions these days: transformation in banking is critical. Whether establishing new banking
infrastructure or struggling with legacy systems, changing customer preferences are pushing decision
makers to look at less costly deposit channels that leverage digital deposits such as mobile and online.
And as they evolve their infrastructure, improving client satisfaction is paramount to retaining
and expanding their client base while growing deposits.
This whitepaper will discuss the evolving financial payment mechanism of checks, and how there
are still many opportunities to improve your customer experience, increase revenue, cut costs and
drive efficiencies for financial institutions and their clients by rolling out digital deposits with
remote deposit capture (RDC).
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Checks play a vital role
Many industry analysts have been talking
about the demise of the check for years
disappearing sooner rather than later.
Consumer and company payment habits
have proved difficult to shift away
from the check. “Sooner” is now in the
past. Some countries who thought they
were pulling the plug on checks such as
Canada and the UK, have realised after
backlashing from the public, including
consumers, businesses and charities who
use them, that checks are vital in the
economy and support for checks for
certain types of payments is stronger than
they anticipated. The good news is they
are finding out there are opportunities
for additional services, cost savings and
great customer experiences arising from
checks through remote deposit capture.

CANADA

~1B
Checks
processed
annually
(2014 CPA)

UK
BUSINESSES
Over

90%

Make some
form of payment
by check
(Payments Council,
“UK Payment
Markets 2013”)

BRAZIL
& INDIA

1.3B
Check
transactions
annually per
country

(BIS Bank for Int’l.
Settlements, Dec 2014)

US

21B

Checks written
annually
(2013 Federal Reserve
Payment Study)

SOUTH
AFRICA

500M
Check
transactions
annually

(BIS Bank for Int’l.
Settlements, Dec 2014)
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Growing customer base
Huge popularity and increasing use of the mobile
phone everyday are influencing the potential market
for mobile RDC. The Financial Brand ranked expedited
deployment of digital delivery for banks as #2 in the
top 10 Digital Banking Trends and Predictions for 2015
based on responses from their crowdsourcing panel
in the U.S., U.K. and Asia Pacific region. Not only are
consumers the target for mobile RDC, the main market
opportunity exists with the vast numbers of small
businesses and corporates for banks to target, with
checks still being used for seventy-four percent of
business transactions.
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Growing customer base
Small business customer attraction:
• Service-based businesses who receive low volumes of
checks while working at a buyer’s location no longer
have to make a trip to the branch to deposit the
check, leaving them free to move on to the next job.
• Businesses with small numbers of checks on a daily or
weekly basis will find mobile remote deposit capture
more convenient and accessible than other available
RDC channels such as commercial, and ATM, as they
leverage already-owned mobile technology that they
are comfortable using.

Provide your largest growing mobile
banking segments, Millennial and
Generation X clients with a new
offering.

71

%

• Of the Total US mobile
phone base 18 yrs.+
have a Smartphone
• 27% increase versus 2011

Consumers and Mobile Financial Services
(Payments Council, “UK Payment Markets 2013”)
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Digital deposits on the move
Banks are focused on leveraging digital technology
with their customers.
Business and technical leaders wrestle to answer the
questions that will impact the direction for their bank.
Questions like: What new products will align well
with their bank? How to automate more processes
and deposits? How will their legacy systems manage?
Where to invest? How much or how little? When and
where to focus after that? What is their tolerance for
change with staff in the front and back office? What’s
the resulting payback versus impact to their business?
Branch transformation continues to evolve; The Fed
2013 Payment study estimates 83% of checks are still
deposited as paper at the bank of first deposit, only
a 4% decrease compared to the 2010 Fed Payments
report. Of the 21 billion checks written annually, 74%
are received by businesses providing huge cost saving
opportunities for businesses and financial institutions to
convert their physical deposits into electronic deposits.
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If you are focused on the back office costs, back office
check volumes can be drastically reduced with branch
transformation solutions and RDC enabling imaging at
the Branch Teller, ATM, and Interactive Teller.
Digital channels such as mobile can drive the deposit
cost even lower and customers are enthusiastically
embracing these products for their check deposits.

2

%

Increase in
the number
of monthly
deposits

Using Mobile RDC
(Digital Insight Study, July 2013)

4.15

$

Per transaction

Estimated cost difference
between an in-branch versus
mobile check deposit
(Javelin Strategy and Research, Leveraging
an Omnichannel Approach to Drive $1.5 B
in Mobile Banking Cost Savings, July 2013)

The numbers are compelling and resulting in a huge
momentum among banks to offer a check deposit
via mobile phone service to their customers.
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Make customer convenience
and choice your priority
Alternative deposit channels are available for your
customers to your branch or ATM network when you
offer RDC. Whether a commercial client has a few or
many checks daily, they can make deposits as they
need using a check scanner at their workplace.
If supporting retail clients is your main target, remote
deposit services can be tailored to accommodate
a flatbed scanner to make deposits using online
banking. For commercial or retail clients, using
a mobile phone to capture the check image, rather
than a scanner, ATM or the branch, makes remote
deposit capture transportable and appealing for
all your clients. Providing a multi-channel strategy
enables options for customers to make check
deposits and changes the way they choose to
interact with your institution.
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The adoption of mobile banking continues to flourish.
According to a Fed Survey released in March 2015
on Consumer and Mobile Financial Services, 52% of
smartphone owners with a bank account had used
mobile banking in the past 12 months and of them
51% had deposited a check electronically to their
account using their mobile phone camera in the 12
months prior, up from 38 % in 2013.
With the success of Mobile RDC and adoption
continuing to rise in North America, countries around
the globe are taking notice. Remote deposit allows
banks to offer their customers a familiar channel with
a bigger service offer, providing increased convenience
and choice as well as quicker availability of funds for
an overall improved customer experience. With Gen
X and Millennials accounting for the highest users for
mobile banking, adding RDC to your mobile banking
offering makes sound business sense.
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Make customer convenience
and choice your priority
The benefits for your customers are vast:
Deposits can be made as
soon as the check is received
eliminating the risk of
forgetting or losing them

Providing earlier availability
of funds without waiting in
a branch or at an ATM to
deposit a check

Mobile remote deposit
capture provides a service
that is “always on,” easy to
use, convenient and 24x7
deposit window for customers
who are not located near
a branch or ATM

Saves the cost of transporting
paper to the bank

Gives customers valuable time
back in their busy daily lives
by not being removed from
their lifestyle or businesses to
queue at the branch or ATM
to deposit checks

For business clients, RDC allows
consolidation of deposits from
multiple locations streamlining
the deposit process and
increasing the accuracy by
automating the process
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Expand your banking services
According to a 2014 Global Consumer Banking survey,
Winning through Customer Experience by EY, 2 key
reasons customers open a bank account include:
More convenient to have everything in one
place 29%
- Multi-tasking is a way of life for many. Allowing
customers to streamline their financial services can
give them back much needed time and focus for
other things
Access to branches and banking services 28%
- Create “stickiness” and loyalty with your current
customers by providing additional services

As check payments in the U.S. make
up 50% to 70% of receivables for
small business, significant savings
can be made by using a remote
deposit capture service.
(Oliver Wyman research 2013, Small Business Banking Challenging
Conventional Wisdom to Achieve Growth and Profitability)

- “Switchers” may choose your bank if you have the
right products expanding your customer base
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Expand your banking services

1,700+

$

Protecting and growing your deposits by expanding
the bank’s market reach helps support health and
sustainability for your financial institution. The
adoption of remote deposit services will impact
customer retention. Where a bank does not have a
large number of branches in sparsely populated areas
or regions with severe weather conditions, having
alternatives, especially for your business clients to
make check deposits is paramount.

Savings for labor, transportation,
improved cash flow and increased
productivity for a small business
example using mobile for business
making a weekly deposit of 3 items.
(Remotedepositcapture.com Calculator April 2014)
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Risk and fraud prevention
With traditional branch banking, retail and business
checks are deposited at branch in person to a teller
who could transact the deposit while the presenter
is still in the branch. As check deposits move away
from the face-to-face transactions in the branch with
remote imaging, is the risk increased for potential
fraud when the customer is not physically seen?
There are many safeguards you can use to help mitigate
accepting potentially fraudulent RDC transactions
avoiding time, cost as well as potential reputational
risk to your institution. RDC can actually reduce risk
by being able to run risk assessments on items prior to
their acceptance.
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Risk and fraud prevention
One lesson learned from rolling out RDC in the US market is that it is important to use a single processing service
for all channels to ensure risk assessment is applied consistently across all the deposits. For instance detecting
duplicate check presentment is impossible if different processing systems are used. Having a software platform
consistently and repeatedly running risk comparisons on deposited checks from multiple deposit channels
is often a more accurate approach versus human intervention of the deposit. Examples include eliminating empty
envelopes with check imaging at the ATM or duplicate presentment of the same check using different banking
channels to your institution.
Amongst other fraud prevention tools and solutions used by banks, financial services companies and processing
centers, other safeguards can be incorporated to reduce RDC risk:

Apply velocity limits
appropriate to the customer
type and segment
- You may have a small business client
and a high net worth retail customer
with the same deposit limit but one may
be high risk while the other one is not
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Provide immediate access to
deposited items for risk review
staff for on-us checks

Implement some type of
duplicate detection process
for all your items looking
across accounts, users and
banking channels
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Check: Your check list
What is your key strategic focus? Cost reduction,
customer experience and loyalty, revenue generation,
risk management or a combined focus? Consider your
customer segments and deposit demographics. Are you
looking to deploy the solution quickly; in a matter of
weeks or as part of a bigger and longer deployment
cycle? Here are some things to review as you work on
your strategy and help you prioritize your approach
for RDC channels that best suits your customer base
and organization.
Cost reduction
The focus here is taking deposits away from the
branch so consider deposit channels of Commercial,
Consumer, Mobile and ATM. Does the solution you are
considering provide a single scalable platform to allow
you to expand your RDC channels without having to
manage multiple offerings from multiple vendors?
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Check: Your check list
Customer experience/loyalty
Being able to successfully deposit checks from
wherever it’s convenient for your customers; ATM,
the branch, from business/home locations or on-the-go
using mobile allows you to provide many alternatives
to new and existing clients.
Revenue generation or added service
Depending on your local regulations for check
imaging, consider channels where you can drive fee
income as well as additional deposits such as business
deposits from business locations using a check scanner
or mobile phone for commercial, corporate and
merchant clients. Or look to add remote check imaging
capability to your existing mobile or online banking
offering to increase the attractiveness for
your customer.
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Risk management
Does the solution you are considering provide a
single scalable platform that can provide cross channel
duplicate detection, flexibility in managing customer
deposit limits, segments and tiers?

As you establish your strategy for
RDC, contact an NCR representative
today to find out more about our
experiences helping banks and
financial institutions to deploy
our remote deposit and payment
imaging solutions in countries
around the globe.
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WHY NCR?
NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning
everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware,
and portfolio of services, NCR enables more than 550 million transactions daily across retail,
financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the
everyday transactions that make your life easier.
NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180
countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries. The
company encourages investors to visit its web site which is updated regularly with financial and
other important information about NCR.

NCR Corporation | 3097 Satellite Boulevard . Duluth, Georgia 30096 . USA
NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change
specifications without prior notice. All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the
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trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.
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